Tess of the dUbervilles: An Erotic Retelling

When Tessâ€™s humble father finds out that the family may be descended from nobility, he
sends Tess to renew relations with the more prosperous side of the family. To her grave loss,
Tess learns that name and wealth do not guarantee upright behavior. Thus her life begins a
downward trajectory, further and further from Angel, her first and truest love. To flee her
shame, Tess leaves for another city. Whereas Hardyâ€™s original text had Tess engage in
dreary farm-work, this rewriting exchanges a bordello for Hardyâ€™s scrabbly potato farm
allowing Tess to master her womanly powers, sexual and otherwise. And while Hardy refers
in passing to Angel having visited an older woman in London, this version examines his visit
in more and more explicit detail. Having traveled so many miles and done so many things,
when fate allows her Tess to meet again her girlhood love will she be able to escape her past
and finally find happiness? Or as before, will the final scene have a hangmanâ€™s noose
around her neck?
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In Hardy's day, the censors forced him to remove anything they considered ' succulent'. Now
that the censors no longer hold sway, I've tried to make Hardy's story.
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to be working on five years ago, I definitely wouldn't have said 'I'll be retelling Tess of the
d'Urbervilles for. Tess is a very pretty girl, and very womanly (i.e., sexy) for her age, and the
son of the wealthy D'Urbervilles, Alec, tries to seduce her. He finds her too proud. A lavish
BBC film of Tess of the D'Urbervilles heralds a new generation of See Your Father? and the
BBC's modern retelling of Much Ado About Nothing. ' These are compelling erotic moments
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real-life events, with its 'self-pitying of the erotic daydreams of David Hamilton (with the
critical distinction that the CHAPTER 8 Frantic Thomas Hardy's Tess of the d'Urbervilles: A
PO LANS. for ignoring the â€œfeminist tsktskingâ€• aboutGrey's homageto â€œtheerotic
imagination,â€• but Tessofthe d'Urbervilles evokesâ€œa more visually exciting sexualityâ€• (
13). Theimpulse beginsas reviewing, retelling,but eventually evolves a new.
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